Surviving the Dust Bowl

Short Essay Response to Video Rubric

Name

/20

Think of 4 major items from the video that interested you the most. What were they & why did they
fascinate you? Provide a few details & explain your reaction to them. Double-space essay below.

Topic Sentence
4

clear topic sentence w/ these
3 items:

title of video in quotes

referred to question/topic

general statement about
your answer

3

2

TS has only 2 of the items:

title of story in quotes

referred to the
question/topic

general statement about
your answer



TS too specific

1




TS didn't fit essay
no topic sentence = 0





many incorrect references
summarized entire video
did not address topic=0






no varied beginnings
same sent. structure
>1 run-on or comma splice
incomplete sentence use
has no purpose

Content of Answer
4





4 different items present
explained items
explained your reaction to
each item

3



2

failed to refer to specific
content from the video &
only gave personal
reflections




lack of content
just retold video with no
personal reactions to the
information

1

Sentence Fluency
4





varied beginnings
varied sentence structure
used complete sentences

3





2

varied most beginnings
varied some sentence
structure
most complete sentences






lack of varied beginnings
similar sentence structure
fragments w/ no purpose
1 run-on or comma splice

1

Conventions
4

3

2

1

all correct:

apostrophes

caps

other pun’t.: semi-colons,

1-2 errors total:

apostrophes

caps

other pun’t.: semi-colons,

3-4 errors total:

apostrophes

caps

other pun’t.: semi-colons,

5-6 errors total:

apostrophes

caps

other pun’t.: semi-colons,













colons, ?, or !, quotes, periods

spelling
grammar/wording/usage

colons, ?, or !, quotes, periods

colons, ?, or !, quotes, periods

spelling
grammar/wording/usage

spelling
grammar/wording/usage

colons, ?, or !, quotes, periods

spelling
grammar/wording/usage

Commas
4

all correct or only 1-3 errors:

appositive

DCM

w/FanBoys

in a series

w/ intro element

prep phrase

other

3

all correct or only 4-6 errors:

appositive

DCM

w/FanBoys

in a series

w/ intro element

prep phrase

other

2

all correct or only 7-9 errors:

appositive

DCM

w/FanBoys

in a series

w/ intro element

prep phrase

other

1

all correct or only 10-12 errors:

appositive

DCM

w/FanBoys

in a series

w/ intro element

prep phrase

13 or > errors = 0

